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Exactly 40 years ago, at the International Transport Exhibition IVA '79 in Hamburg, standard buses of
the second generation were demonstrated. For some time, both generations were released together
and the picture on the screensaver gives an idea of how striking the differences were.
Building on the successes achieved
Having retained all the advantages of the first generation, the following developments received a
modern angular body with smooth sides by industrial designer Herbert Lindinger and a high-tech
interior with large rectangular windows and safety plastic seats upholstered in fabric. Later, in the early
1990s, standard buses will receive a low floor, new components and assemblies, but will retain the
technical solutions laid down by VÖV in the early 1970s.
The production of standard 2nd generation buses was discontinued only at the very end of the
1990s. And in the 1980s, they determined the vector for the further development of city buses in
Germany, many countries in the European and Asian regions.
Bargaining for a low price
The initiative to create the next generation of standard buses, taking into account the operating
experience of the first generation buses, came from the Federal Ministry for Research and Technology
(Bundesministerium für Forschung und Technologie - BMFT).
The officials invited Otto Schulz, the chief engineer of the workshops Fahrzeugwerkstätten Falkenried
GmbH, to continue working in this direction. Over the years of serial production, the buses of the
standard S series have fully met the expectations, with the exception of one - the low price.
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Pre-production sketch of the second generation of standard buses. 1974 year
The cost of the standard bus went up. And after the 1973 oil crisis, it almost doubled, exceeding the
mark of 200,000 Deutschmarks (DM), which could not but affect sales.
In addition, the German government during the reign of Chancellor Willy Brandt demanded that the
leading bus manufacturers reduce the price of their products. However, they referred to the difficulties
in manufacturing many parts and the high costs of modernizing the production base. As a result, only
large companies were able to afford buses of the standard S series. This state of affairs did not suit the
Public Transport Association VÖV and it suggested that the government administration provide
incentives and subsidies to transport companies and municipalities for the purchase of standard buses.
Only by the mid-1970s. already under the reign of the Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany
Helmut Schmidt, the price could be kept, despite the fact that the cost of production grew
significantly. In 1977, the prices for the first generation Mercedes-Benz O 305 and O 307 buses were
DM 180,000 and DM 214,000, respectively.
First prototypes
In 1971, the Battelle Memorial Institute in Frankfurt presented a report that the floor height could be
lowered to 540 mm, which improves boarding and disembarkation by 30% and reduces stop times to
two minutes. In theory, everything was very clear, but it turned out to be more difficult to implement
such a technical solution in practice. Otto Schulz entrusted the work to the leading engineer of the
workshops, Falkenried, Hilmar Feutlinske. For this, a MAN 750 HO-SL bus was brought to the
workshops. To lower the floor level from 725 mm to 540 mm, Hilmar Feutlinske installed wheels with
tires with a rim diameter of 19.5 inches. To ensure traffic safety, the length of the bus was reduced to
10.5 m, thus reducing the axle load. These wheels were installed on standard bridges,
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Prototyp Urbanbus (MAN 750 HO-SL) 10.5 m long with small wheels
The experimental bus was given the working title Prototyp Urbanbus (city bus). This bus differed from
the production car only in the length and size of the wheels. In the summer of 1972, its trial operation
began on the Hamburg routes. As expected, lowering the floor level to 540mm improved boarding and
disembarkation, especially for the elderly and passengers with strollers. Literally a month after the
completion of the tests, the new bus was demonstrated at the Hamburg Motor Show. In general, both
passengers and operators were satisfied, although there were complaints about small wheels due to
their weak damping and skidding when braking. The prototype Prototyp Urbanbus was
decommissioned in 1974, and the technical solutions incorporated in it formed the basis for the
following tests of the Mercedes-Benz O 305 bus, the main feature of which were wheels of small
dimension. Based on the results of all tests, Otto Schultz approved the project of a bus with a lowered
floor level to 540 mm by reducing the size of the wheels.
In the meantime, Otto Schulz and industrial designer Herbert Lindinger began designing a successor to
the standard S-series buses. The main goal was to reduce the cost of production of buses and make
them more affordable for the customer. The body itself was simplified: bent sheets were replaced by
straight contours, which turned out to be easier and cheaper to manufacture. The glued-in windows
created a perfectly smooth sidewall surface, preventing dirt from accumulating and making it easier to
wash the body.
In order to reduce the curb weight of the bus, Otto Schultz suggested using composite materials in the
form of fiberglass, which made it possible to use small-sized wheels with the same passenger capacity
and without increasing fuel consumption. Transport company Hamburger Hochbahn (HHA) has added
several recommendations, such as a more informative and visible front route sign and improved
lighting for side and rear route signs. In the cabin, instead of staggered single lamps, it was proposed
to install a solid light line in the central part.
The beginning of the era of composites
In the mid-1960s. fiberglass is becoming the most versatile composite material both in everyday life
and in industry: it can be produced in any shape, color and thickness. Herbert Lindinger used it to
decorate subway and tram carriages and make seats. The German government invited him to continue
work in this area in conjunction with the Institute of Biomechanics and Orthopedics of the Max Planck
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Society. As part of the experiment, some standard buses replaced sofas with single fiberglass seats
upholstered in fabric. They turned out to be cheaper to manufacture and easier to operate. Thus began
the era of widespread use of composites in transport.

From plywood to plastic
At the 1975 Hamburg Industrial Show, Otto Schulz and Herbert Lindinger unveiled a 1: 1 scale plywood
front design layout, as well as a section of the cabin with new handrails and single fiberglass seats
covered in fabric. Industrial designer Louis Lucien Lepua harshly criticized the novelty, calling it a
"passenger container" that differed only in the presence of glued-in windows. Despite this, the
leadership of the VÖV association approved the project of Otto Schulz and Herbert Lindinger and
recommended that they start building a prototype as soon as possible. The approval of the project
from the transport company HHA played an important role in this.
As with the first generation, the work was carried out in two main areas - for passengers and
operators. To do this, Otto Schultz once again brought in the country's leading institutions. The Max
Planck Institute for Agricultural Work and Agrotechnical Engineering (Max-Planck-Institut für
Landarbeit und Landtechnik) has developed a new driver's workplace and lighting technology. The
driver's seat was separated from the passengers by a glass partition, and the dashboard was borrowed
from the 1st generation buses.
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The design layout of the front of Herbert Lindinger was made of plywood in the workshops of
Fahrzeugwerkstätten Falkenried GmbH at a scale of 1: 1. This model has visited many cities of Germany
and was exhibited at the railway station in Hanover in 1975
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The new sprung driver's seat with adjustable controls was taken from the Mercedes-Benz NG-series
trucks. The beveled windshield was prepared by the Institute for Medical Optics of the University of
Munich (Institut für medizinische Optik der Universität München). The bus was designed by Herbert
Lindinger with his students Michael Conrad and Piu Manzú.
In January 1976, Hilmar Feutlinske made a standard recommendation for the second generation of
standard buses: length 11,300 mm with a wheelbase of 5800 mm, front overhang 2560 mm and rear
overhang 3000 mm, two double-leaf automatic planetary doors 1250 mm wide and floor level 540
mm.
Engine power must be at least 210 hp. The bus could be equipped with a 5- and 6-speed manual
transmission or automatic transmission from ZF or Voith. The seating arrangement was predefined as
45 + 1 (stroller or wheelchair). The maximum capacity of the bus is 105 people.
In February 1976, the Falkenried workshops began to create a prototype under the working name Typ
FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II. Since the majority of HHA's fleet consisted of Mercedes-Benz O 305 buses,
this was the basis for the Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II.

The Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II bus was painted in the colors of the Hamburger Hochbahn
company. For its body shape, it received the nickname "passenger container". Hamburg, 1976
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The taillights are combined into a single unit and placed up above the engine bonnet cover. This
arrangement improved the visibility of the lights in adverse weather conditions and increased active
safety. The high arrangement of the blocks allowed for less contamination of the taillights. Direction
indicator repeaters in the form of arrows were installed under the roof
To facilitate the driver's work in dense city traffic, an automatic 4-speed GMF Daimler-Benz W3D 080/2
was installed. Fiberglass front and rear masks, interior trim and seats were manufactured by BASF. To
increase passenger comfort, all seats were installed on podiums and a handrail was attached to
each. In the mid-1970s, rectangular headlights became firmly in vogue, and the bus received front and
rear lights from Hella KGaA Hueck & Co, and the electrical system was developed in cooperation with
the Robert Bosch GmbH concern.
The first demonstration of the standard Typ VÖV-Bus II bus to the leadership of the Public Transport
Association VÖV, HHA and the Minister of the Federal Ministry BMFT Germany Hans Matthöfer (Hans
Matthöfer) took place on May 10, 1976 Matthefer highly appreciated the novelty: after the
presentation, the bus went for testing on the streets of Hamburg and to the international airport. In
August, during tests of the first prototype, defects in the chassis and braking system were revealed, as
well as insufficient visibility from the driver's seat.
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The Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II featured a redesigned chassis and an enlarged driver's window
section for improved visibility
Fiasco in America
After eliminating the shortcomings, another prototype Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II was
manufactured, which, by decision of the BMFT Ministry, from September 28, 1976 to December 8,
1980, was tested in 40 cities of Germany. Essen was the last. The tests caused a great stir not only
within the country, but also abroad. The head of the American company DeLorean Motor Corporation
(DMC) praised the potential of the new bus.
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DeLorean DMC 80 Promotional Brochure
In 1973, the federal Transbus program was launched in the United States to accelerate the
development of modern affordable buses and John Zachary DeLorean (1972-1973 Vice President of
General Motors) approached Otto Schultz with a proposal for commercial cooperation. The proposal
found support, and in 1980 Otto Schultz sold DeLorean a license to manufacture buses. In the same
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year, DMC received certification for the DMC-80 bus and printed advertisements that promised an
urban fuel consumption of 6 miles per gallon of diesel fuel (6 mpg = 39 liters per 100 kilometers).
They became interested in the bus in New York and offered to place an order. However, already in
1981, the forthcoming Transbus program was postponed by the FTA (Federal Transit Administration,
the US Department of Transportation).
DeLorean could not continue to work without the support of the state, and banks and shareholders
did not see the success of the enterprise without state orders.
As a result, the supply of buses to New York had to be abandoned. After completion of the tests, the
Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II buses were returned to Hamburg, where they worked for another two
years and were decommissioned in 1982.
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The interior of the Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II. The traditional sofas have been replaced by fiberglass
seats using foam instead of the usual foam rubber and covered with fabric. The driver's working area
was separated by a glass partition

End of Part 1.
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Bus Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü 80. In order to increase safety, the front part was significantly reinforced, and
to improve the driver's view, the lower part of the window was made sloping to the windshield
pillar. The headlights were installed from a Mercedes-Benz NG-series truck. 1978 year
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Finding a compromise
Following the successful operating experience of Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II, the VÖV Public
Transport Association and the BMFT Ministry asked Otto Schulz to develop a unified Überlandbus 80
shuttle and coach (shuttle bus of the eighties), with a numeric index indicating that their serial
production is planned to be launched in 1980. ... In November 1977, Hilmar Feutlinske presented a
standard recommendation for a commuter and intercity bus: 11,920 mm long with a wheelbase of
6150 mm, two double-leaf automatic planetary doors with a width of 1250 mm. The high floor level of
860 mm made it possible to build a large luggage compartment in the lower part of the bus.
Engine power must be at least 240 hp. The bus could be equipped with a manual 5- and 6-speed
gearbox or automatic transmission ZF or Voith. The number of seats varied from 49 to 53, depending
on the availability of a stroller or wheelchair. In April 1978, Otto Schulz and Hilmar Feutlinske started
designing a prototype under the working title Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü 80. They took the Typ FFG Prototyp
VÖV-Bus II body as a basis and made minor modifications to it in accordance with the standard
recommendation for commuter and intercity buses ... The aggregate base was borrowed from
Mercedes-Benz O 307. As in the case of the city bus, the concerns BASF, Robert Bosch GmbH were
involved in the design of the new model.
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The rear has undergone minor changes. To avoid obstructing the rear lights, the engine compartment
cover is cut out. Additional brake lights and reversing lights were installed on the bumper
The first prototype of the Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü 80 rolled out of the gates of the Falkenried workshops on
8 June 1978. It was demonstrated to the leadership of the VÖV Public Transport Association, HHA and
the BMFT Ministry. After the presentation, the bus was sent for trial operation in Hamburg, and then
to PVG, KVG and Gesellschaftsfahrten.
As a result of the tests, the standards for suburban and intercity buses were approved, and the VÖV
association invited the largest bus manufacturers in Germany to start creating serial standard buses of
the second generation. However, MAN and Daimler-Benz AG were categorically opposed, since the
formation of a new production program led to an increase in internal costs and required additional
bank loans for the development of different body types. In addition, their plans already included the
modernization of the first generation line.
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The interior of the bus Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü 80
In order to reduce the cost of production of new buses, MAN and Daimler-Benz proposed the VÖV
association to create a unified city and suburban bus, based on the more improved Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü
80. For this reason, the previous Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II model was not launched into mass
production.
The BMFT ministry supported the initiative of Daimler-Benz AG and MAN and invited Otto Schultz, with
the support of the state, to manufacture an experimental batch of 22 city buses with small wheels in
the Falkenried workshops.
At the time of testing, the BMFT Ministry approved a preliminary series of Stadtlinienbus der Achtziger
Jahre - Stadtbus 80 (city bus of the eighties). Externally, the buses differed from each other only in
front panels and lighting equipment: Daimler-Benz AG installed headlights from a Mercedes-Benz
W123 passenger car, and MAN - from MAN F8 trucks. The aggregate base and interior were borrowed
from Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II, and the body from Typ DB ÖNV Bus Ü 80.
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Mercedes-Benz Stadtbus 80

MAN Stadtbus 80
The publication
For the first time, the Stadtbus 80 were presented at the International Transport Exhibition in Hamburg
in 1979, after which their trial operation began, with MAN buses being sent to Hamburg and
Dusseldorf, and Mercedes-Benz buses to Stuttgart, Kassel, Kiel, Munich, Trier and Mönchengladbach.
After testing, it was decided to abandon small wheels due to rapid tire wear and low brake
performance due to a small contact patch between the brake pad and drum. Stadtbus 80 buses were
accepted by some transport companies and operated until the end of the 1980s. Essen was the last
city where the Stadtbus 80 operated until 1989. After that, it entered the Hamburg Public Transport
Museum.
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Mercedes-Benz Prototyp ÖNV Ü 80 (O 407)

Salon Mercedes-Benz Prototyp ÖNV Ü 80 (O 407)
While the city series Stadtbus 80 was being tested, Otto Schulz and Hilmar Feutlinske were designing
commuter and intercity buses. The standard recommendation has been slightly modified, including
two automatic double-leaf sliding and reclining doors 720 mm and 1250 mm wide.
In December 1981, with the financial support of the BMFT ministry, 19 prototype Überlandbus 80
buses were manufactured in the Falkenried workshops for Daimler-Benz AG, IVECO Magirus, Auwärter
Neoplan and Kässbohrer Setra. They were sent for testing to 13 transport companies in various
German states.
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Ü 80 - prototype Magirus-Deutz 240 L 118 Turbo

Prototyp Setra Ü 80
Nevertheless, even before the completion of the Überlandbus 80 tests, the management of the IVECO
concern decided to stop at the end of 1982 the production of buses due to unprofitability and to close
the Magirus-Deutz bus plant in Mainz. Following IVECO, Karl Kässbohrer Fahrzeugwerke GmbH
abandoned the project, as Daimler-Benz AG and MAN thwarted the engine supply contracts. It was
only in the mid-1980s that Kässbohrer, taking as a basis the intercity 200 series and creating on its basis
the natural and urban series Setra S 213/215 UL, took revenge and bypassed its competitors.
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Prototype Mercedes-Benz Stadtbus 80 (top) and pre-production Mercedes-Benz O 405 (bottom)

The dashboard on the pre-production prototypes is borrowed from the first generation. They just
installed new indicators and keys. Since 1984, this panel has been installed on all buses.
Series start
In March 1983, Hilmar Feutlinske prepared a new standard recommendation for a standard second
generation city bus: 11,475 mm long with a wheelbase of 5875 mm, a floor height of 710 mm with two
195 mm steps. Otherwise, in terms of the aggregate base and passenger capacity, everything remained
as on the Typ FFG Prototyp VÖV-Bus II.
In the same year, the serial production of standard second-generation buses MAN SL 202, MercedesBenz O 405 and Neoplan N 416 began. The unification made it possible to reduce the production cost
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by 1.5 times, which led to a decrease in the initial price and promised an increase in margin and
demand.

On the left is the second generation bus, on the right - the first. In the center is a 1st generation bus,
but with new rear lights from the 2nd generation. Such options began to be produced in 1984.
The first generation buses underwent modernization and received a more powerful engine, automatic
transmission and an updated instrument panel. Then it was decided not to stop production once, but
to gradually reduce their production within 5 years, since buses of the previous generation continued
to be in demand among small transport companies. Daimler-Benz AG produced buses of two
generations in parallel until the fall of 1987, and MAN until December 1989, becoming the record
holder for their production. The last MAN buses of the first generation were shipped to customers in
early 1990.
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Engine compartment. Like their predecessors, the second generation was equipped with a floorstanding in-line 6-cylinder engine
The threshold of the third generation
In 1985, the VÖV Public Transport Association, together with the Neoplan concern, developed
recommendations for semi-low-floor and low-floor standard buses, and this time Otto Schulz and the
Falkenried workshops did not receive an order for the production of prototypes. At the same time, the
federal states received higher subsidies from the Government of the Federal Republic of Germany for
the purchase of such buses.
The MAN concern was one of the first to navigate the situation and already in 1992 released a new
model with a low floor level. And already in March 1996, the plant assembled the last standard bus of
the second generation MAN SL 202 in Germany. After that, production was transferred to Turkey.
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Mercedes-Benz O 405
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Interior of the Mercedes-Benz O 405 bus
Following MAN, Neoplan moved onto the new model. And only the concern Daimler-Benz AG, due to
the high demand for the previous model O 405, continued its production until 2001. At the same time,
buses of the second generation with a low floor level, which appeared in the early 1990s, are
sometimes mistakenly called the third generation.
By the mid-1990s. VÖV's influence on bus manufacturers weakened markedly, while economic growth
contributed to the development of competition, and buses from different manufacturers began to
differ greatly in appearance, although the layout of the cabin remained the same. Over time, the
standard second generation buses left the routes of Germany, but they continue to operate outside
Germany until now.
Sources
The archives of the companies Fahrzeugwerkstätten Falkenried GmbH, Hamburger Hochbahn AG are
provided by FFG manager Wolfgang Hubenthal Hamburg, Germany
The authors are grateful to Stanislav Kirilts for help in preparing this article.
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Remote control Mercedes-Benz O 405
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